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Precise cutting

Exquisite contour
Extreme comfort

COUPE- 
WHAT A 
LUXURY SEATING 
SHOULD BE 
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Like sitting in the coupe
Named after a car with a fixed roof, two 
doors, two or four seats, and usually 
a sloping back, Coupe boasts refined 
precision with a seductive elegance. 
Diamond-cutting aesthetics, as a 
refreshing antidote to the conventional 
monotony, endows coupe with 
unprecedented elegance and indulges 
users with maximum sitting comfort. 
Coupe is ready to offer you a fast and 
furious seating experience at any time. 
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Leather cover

Lustrous
Comfortable
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Synchronous tilting follows the reclining inertance 
of the body and satisfies the working needs of different 
situations.
Flexible seats are indispensable catalysts for impromptu 
discussions. Coupe’s PU nylon casters feature 360° free 
rotation and silent movement. The meeting mode can be 
activated at any time. 
Adjustable headrest offers solid support for your 
head and cervical vertebrate, thus helps you to 
relax yourselves.

S ynchronous t i l t ing
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One-piece 
backrest
Innate elegance 

Born to be

different

High-profile 

Seductive at

first sight

Business style

Well begun is 

half done

Spray-free   High gloss

Mid back

Flexible 
Comfortable

High back

Stylistic 
Dignified

Available in both high and mid backs, Coupe allows 
you to personalize your comfort based on your habits. 

PRECISE CUTTING EXQUISITE CONTOUR EXTREME COMFORT
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A mix of soft and hard 
Three-stage foam gives you appropriate support all the 
way from hip to poples.

FRONT

Soft

To give less pressure on thighs To enfold buttock To support body weight

Medium

Firm

BACK

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM 
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Diamond-cutting art exemplifies business fashion and illuminates shining lives. 
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Coupe
Chair

With craftsmanship at heart.
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CCP81SR/SC/SQ

CCP63SR/SQ
W745*D650*H1030(mm)

CCP61SR/SC/SQ
W760*D640*H1025(mm)

CCP82SR/SQ
W760*D640*H1210(mm)

CCP62SR/SQ
W760*D640*H1025(mm)

CCP83SR/SQ
W740*D640*H1210(mm)

Material 

Chair  

Side panel

TP-PV10 TP-PV12 TP-PV14 TP-PV29 TP-PV50 TP-PV52

ZP9817 ZP553

TP-NP10H

W-2A

TP-NP11H

W-15A

TP-NP14H

W-18B

TP-NP21H

W-19B

TP-NP22H

W-24B W-29B

W760*D640*H1210(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.




